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Abstract
The structural performance of cellular polyhedral funicular geometries in 3D graphic statics(3DGS) relies heavily on the buckling performance of the system; if the edges of the form
diagram are immediately translated to structural members. In addition, the spatial geometry of the nodes makes the fabrication process quite challenging. This paper proposes a novel
approach to translate a cellular polyhedral geometry into a polyhedral surface-based structure
in 3DGS that is comparable to the widely known minimal surface geometries in the context
of structural design, bridging the gap between cellular polyhedral geometry and surface-based
structure. Using such anticlastic structures for materialization in place of polyhedral geometry in 3DGS improves the structural performance of the system and facilitates its fabrications
process (Figure 1). The proposed approach introduces a new typology of funicular spatial structures consist of a anticlastic surface for a given boundary condition. Followed by introducing
the computational procedure to generate such geometries, the paper concludes by evaluating
the mechanical performance of a cellular specimen and a funicular anticlastic surface structure,
based on the same polyhedral geometry with the same volume of construction material (see
Figure 1).
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1.1

Introduction
Mininal surface geometries and their structural applications

Minimal surfaces are a subset of anticlastic surfaces which have reliable structural performance
due to their specific morphology [17].They are surfaces of minimal area between any given
boundary conditions which cover the boundary with the least amount of material, weight and
area. In nature, we can find such geometries from an equilibrium of homogeneous tension, for
instance in a soap film, which have been an inspiration for designers and engineers to expand
the borders of light weight structures [9]. At each point on the minimal surface, if we consider
k1 and k2 , the principle curvatures, the mean curvature would be zero (H = (k1 + k2 )/2 = 0)
and the Gaussian curvature would be a negative value (G = k1 × k2 < 0). If we consider
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Figure 1: (a) Form and force diagram of a cellular polyhedral specimen in 3DGS; (b) form and force
diagram of a translated shellular polyhedral anticlastic surface.

a minimal surface’s discretization as a pin-jointed net, at each interior vertex, two edges are
curved downwards (standing), and other two curved upwards (hanging) to make an anticlastic
curvature on the surface (Figure 3a).
In small scales, minimal surface geometries such as Gyroid, Schwarz P, or Schwarz W are used
as space-filling, rigid micro-structures to produce light-weight and high-performance materials
[11, 17]. These are two-manifold, single-layer, spatial structures which lately have been named
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’Shellular’ [10].Recent studies show that the high surface-to-volume ratio in shellular geometries
enhances the mechanical performance of the system [10]. Besides, their excelled structural
performance are quite useful if used as non-clogging tissue engineering scaffolds or compact
light-weight fuel cells with high energy density [10, 20].
Frei Otto was one of the pioneers that utilized mathematical and structural qualities of mininmal
surfaces in large scale projects such as German pavilion for expo 1968 and Munich Olympic
stadium. Many other architects and engineers also attracted by these surfaces’ structural and
morphological qualities and used them for the design of light weight structures such as Felix
Candela, Sergio Musmeci, and Michael Burt, to name but three [9, 21, 15] (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Minimal surface as large-scale structures; (a) Frei Otto’s soap film experiment[22], (b) Los
Manantiales restaurant by Felix Candela[13], (c) Bridge over the Basento by Sergio Musmeci[5].

1.1.1

Form finding for minimal surface geometries

The geometry of a minimal surface could not be freely chosen and conceived directly, due to the
intrinsic interaction between form and forces, and requires a form-finding technique for design
application [19, 12] (Figure 2). This process can be applied both in physical or computational
method. Frei Otto as one of the pioneers of physical form finding has worked in multiple
techniques such as soap film within a boundary or prestressed hanging fabric or cable nets (Figure
2a). The computational methods can be considered both in geometric stiffness family such as
Force Density Method (FDM) or in dynamic equilibrium family such as Dynamic Relaxation
(DR) or Particle Spring System(PS) [19]. Although a minimal surface’s shape can be achieved
by finding the shape of equilibrium for an isotropic prestress field with various tools which
commonly are based on a method by Pinkall and Polthier [16, 18], there is no geometric method
to construct these surfaces for a given set of boundary conditions.

1.2

Problem statement and objectives

Exploring an unlimited variety of funicular spatial structural typologies is now feasible using 3D
(polyhedral) graphic statics [1]. These structural forms have polyhedral configurations including
vertices, edges, faces, and cells where the edges of the cells can be materialized as members of a
structure with a cross section associated with the magnitude of the force (area of the reciprocal
face) in the force diagram. The structural performance of cellular polyhedral structures relies
heavily on the buckling performance of the members [8]. Besides, if the loading scenario changes,
the mechanical behavior of the system will immediately alter. Moreover, the fabrication process
of such system is quite challenging because of their complex spatial configurations. Unlike
polyhedral systems, minimal surface structures consist of a continuous surface where the internal
forces are distributed on a surface with a consistent mean curvature rather than the cross-section
of the members. However, the link between the cellular funicular geometry and spatial minimal
surface is left unknown.
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In this research, we intend to investigate a creative method to design a compression-only, spatial
anticlastic surface geometry for a given boundary condition using three-dimensional graphic
statics (3DGS).(Achieving a minimal surface geometry happens when the mean curvature in the
grometry is zero and this is the next level for this research). Thus, we will; (i) provide a method
to generate anticlastic polyhedral geometries using 3DGS ; (ii) describe an approach to generate
periodic anticlastic surface geometries as an aggregation of spatial surfaces; (iii) convert a cellular
funicular geometry into spatial anticlastic surface geometry for a given boundary condition and
applied loads and explain the required computational set up for this purpose; and finally (iv)
compare the structural performance of the generated cellular and shellular structures for the
same boundary conditions under the applied load using the same volume of material.
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Figure 3: The process of designing an anticlastic surface as a form diagram via subdividing the single
polyhedron in the force diagram;(a)single node, (b)4 nodes, (c)16nodes (d)smooth subdivided anticlastic
surface with curvatures and axes.

2
2.1

Methodology
Generating anticlastic polyhedral geometry

Subdividing the force diagram as a form finding technique results in a variety of topologicallydifferent structural forms for a given boundary condition and loading scenarios [2, 4]. There are
specific types of subdivision rules resulting in a polyhedral surface geometries with synclastic
or anticlastic properties. Figure 3 shows a subdivision process that translates a single node in
equilibrium into an anticlastic surface. In this process, the two highlighted edges of the global
force diagram, l1 and l2 , are subdivided to construct the surface in each step. Note that in
each step of the subdivision, l1 and l2 are divided into equal number of segments such that
each segment of the former will establish a tetrahedron with its associated segment in the latter
(Figure 3b,c). Further subdividing those edges will result in a smoother surface in the form
diagram (Figure 3b,c).
However, for this subdivision to work, the force cells should only consist of tetrahedrons. This
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results in each node, vl , on the surface to be connected only to four other nodes with two hanging
edges, en and ep , and two standing edges, eo and em which establishes the negative Gaussian
curvature. Moreover, the resulting anticlastic surface of Figure 3 in the form diagram is only
subjected to the applied loads from sides with no load applied to the nodes on the surface. As
shown in Figure 3c and d, the curvature axis in an anticlastic surface is a subdivision axis in the
reciprocal force diagram (l1 and l2 ). More tetrahedron is the direct results of subdivision in the
force diagram and subsequently, an smoother anticlastic surface form diagram will be generated
as its outcome.
2.1.1

Generating periodic anticlastic surface geometry using 3DGS

Each minimal surface without self-intersection subdivides R3 into two segregated regions, each
of which is connected and forms a 3D labyrinth [6, 7]. The two labyrinths interpenetrate each
other with the surface as their common interface. The geometry of the minimal surface changes
when the angle of these labyrinth changes. Figure 4 shows the way two skew labyrinths of li and
li0 shape the anticlastic surface in between (Figure 4a,b) and how their different angles change
the geometry of the anticlastic surface (Figure 4c,d). For instance, according to Figure 4d, axis
li and li0 shape surface s1 in between, while li and lk0 shape surface s2 . In fact these two are both
part of a bigger surface with same topology but only in different angles.
In 3DGS technique, in a force diagram the angle of subdivisions between the axes can change
the geometry of the diagram [3]. According to Figure 4, if we consider li and li0 as anticlastic
surfaces’ labyrinths, it can be observed that they play the role of subdivision axes in the force
diagram (e†k ||li and e†k0 ||li0 ) (Figure 4a,c) and the role of labyrinths in the form diagram (Figure
4b,d) which are the surface’s curvature axes as well (Figure 3d). For a specific type of anticlastic
surface, if we identify the topology of the anticlastic surface by finding its labyrinths, its force
diagram can be subdivided based on the labyrinths in order to find the reciprocal funicular
geometry in 3DGS.
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Figure 4: The position of labyrinths in both force and form diagrams of a module of Schwarz P surface,
(a) single tetrahedron as force diagram subdivided to 16 tetrahedrons, (b) reciprocal form diagram, (c)
Aggregation of the Force diagram, (d) the resulting form diagram of a module of Schwarz P surface.

Similarly, we can explore different aggregations of an anticlastic node to achieve well-known
anticlastic surfaces’ typologies based on their labyrinths. We designed three types of continuous
porous anticlastic surface modules, known as Gyroid(G), Schwarz Premitive(P), and Schwarz
iWp(W) (Figure 5). For each surface, for a certain boundary condition in the force diagram
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(the cube), the anticlastic surface’s labyrinths have been located in the global force and each
two skew lines from each groups of labyrinths have been connected together as a tetrahedron
(as shown in the Figure 4). Then these tetrahedrons have been subdivided in 3D in order to
increase the resolution of the anticlastic surface’s form diagram (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: The process of designing three well-known minimal surface modules via 3DGS: (a) force and
diagram of a module of Schwarz P surface, (b) force and form diagram of a unit of Schwarz P surface; (c,
d) force and form diagrams of Gyroid’s surface and its primitive module; (e, f) force and form diagrams
of Schwarz W surface and its primitive module.

2.2

Shellular anticlastic surface for a given boundary condition

The ultimate goal of this research is to translate a funicular, compression-only geometry into
a compression-only anticlastic surface structure called shellular geometry for the same given
boundary conditions and applied loads. For a given polyhedral form, we should find the topology
of the two labyrinths that translate the polyhedral form into a continuous surface with twomanifold geometry, dividing the space into two separate sub-spaces. In that case, the topology
(connectivity) of these sub-spaces/labyrinths can be used to subdivide the force diagram and
generate a shellular version of the cellular form for the given boundary conditions.
We can formulate the problem of finding the labyrinths in the form into the following question:
how many faces we can remove from the cellular geometry of the form without removing any
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edge from the system such that, at the end, every edge is connected to two and only two faces?
The following assumption is necessary for the method to work: each cell within the polyhedral
group should have only and only three-valency vertices.
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Figure 6: Left; The computational flowchart for translating a cellular spatial structure to funicular
anticlastic surface. Right; (a) cellular geometry’s force diagram ,(b) cellular geometry’s surface-based
form diagram, (c) extracting extra faces to make a 2-manifold geometry ,(d) labyrinths, (e) shellular
geometry’s force diagram, (f) shellular geometry’s form diagram.

2.2.1

Computational setup

We can use a brute-force algorithm to find the topology of the labyrinths in the form diagram
as explained in the following steps: to tackle the problem, lets start from a single cell in a
form polyhedron found for a given boundary conditions [3, 14]. For the first cell ci , we visit its
faces fi−n and store the vertices vi and edges ei and remove faces until each edge, ei is only
connected to two and only two faces in the cell (Figure 6c). In this case, each vertex vi will
only be connected to two faces within a cell. In the next step we move to the adjacent cell cj ,
where we already have the shared face from the previous cell. Now, we should start by parsing
the edges of the shared face, and for each edge of the face, we remove a face of a cell that will
make the vertex-face connectivity more than 2 in a cell, and edge-face connectivity more than
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2 in whole geometry. By parsing all the cells and removing all the extra faces we will end up
with a network of faces that divides the space into two sub-spaces. The connectivity of each
sub-space will provide the topology of the labyrinth that should be used to subdivide the force
polyhedron to get the shellular funicular geometry (Figure 6a–f).

Figure 7: (a) Mises stress contour of shellular specimen , (b) Mises stress contour of cellular specimen,
(c)Load-displacement curves of cellular and shellular specimens

2.3

Preliminary numerical study

A numerical structural analysis is performed to study the mechanical behavior of two cellular
and funicular anticlastic surface structures shown in Figure 1 made out of PLA with identical
volume. A tetrahedral meshes consist of approximately half a million elements are generated
for both specimens using elastic perfectly plastic behavior with similar boundary conditions,
loading speed and type of elements. Although a better performance is expected for the shellular
specimen, preliminary load-displacement curves showed that the shellular specimen carry slightly
more load and less displacement at the final stage compare to the cellular specimen (see Figure
7). This was mainly due to formation of stress concentration at the sharp edges of the shellular
specimen. Mises stress patterns are shown in 7, stress concentration can be observed in the
shellular specimen at the sharp edges. On the other hand, maximum stress is distributed along
the extend length of members in the cellular specimen.

3

Conclusion and future work

This paper discussed a novel technique to bridge the gap between cellular polyhedral and shellular funicular geometry in 3DGS. We showed that it is possible to generate a shellular polyhedral
geometry using 3DGS. Also we showed that shellular funicular geometry is a cellular geometry
with particular subdivision that decreases the edge lengths and take advantage of a consistent
distribution of internal forces in order to make the geometry structurally reliable and to facilitate
the process of fabrication.
It is clear that many aspects of the proposed methodology require further explorations to establish a comprehensive theory of minimal surface funicular spatial structure which could be
concerned with optimizing shellular structures load capacity via subdivision, mathematical definition of shellular system in 3DGS, and improving the computational algorithm, to name but
a few.
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